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A HAIDA GWAII HONEYMOON AT THE SPEED OF PADDLE 
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Bliss: Christine Hanson 
glides through a glassy calm 
Haida Gwaii morning. 



Outside Klemtu’s long house, a new 
totem pole represents the traditions 
of the Kitasoo-Xai’xais nation.

I met Christine at a 
dinner party in Seattle. 
Within a few months 
she was taking me to 

her sacred place, a tiny 
wood cabin on Canada’s 

Cortes Island where she’d 
spent childhood summers. 

The property’s rocky point looks 
north, straight up the gut of the 

Discovery Islands to a horizon layered in blue 
mountains. It was April, the scene a stirred bowl of 
cold, moody clouds. We sat on the rock beach near 
wolf prints and ate raw oysters scooped from twenty 
yards away. I bought saltines, lemon, cocktail sauce 
and Tabasco to teach Tino how we dress up the 
bivalve back south where I grew up. But mainly we 
stared north, into that watery wilderness. Despite 
a lifetime of British Columbia summers, Tino only 
knew as far as the occasional afternoon boat ride. 

Before our next trip to Cortes, I bought a 
plastic Necky sea kayak off Craigslist. Tino found a 
used Prijon. Our kind of boats: cheap and durable. 
Discovery Islands four-day tours became an annual 
thing and we developed an appreciation for the 
meditative tone of wilderness paddling. An old 
baseball coach of mine, upon imploring me to calm 
down when turning double plays, told me, “Slow is 
smooth and smooth is fast.” Sea kayaks are slow, 
but they are also smooth, and over the course of 
our paddling trips we’d get into a rhythm: wake 
early, paddle a few hours to a beach backed by 
four-headed spruce monsters and giant cedars, 
their gray tips pointing above the island’s ramped 
canopy like steeples. Coffee on the beach, a swim, 
then more paddling until lunch on another beach or 
rock. A vast horizon each morning and all day to paddle toward it. 
Distances and time eventually slip by quickly. 

A book turned us onto Haida Gwaii. The Golden Spruce tells 
the true, sad story of Grant Hadwin, a logger-turned-eco-terrorist 
who, in a wildly ill-conceived effort to call attention to over-logging, 
chopped down a sacred and rare golden spruce on Haida Gwaii’s 
Graham Island. He then disappeared. The tales of Hadwin, a badass 
paddler known for bold crossings and a superhuman tolerance 
for frigid water, inspired our growing interest in exploring coastal 
wilderness via sea kayak. And the physical and cultural descriptions 
of the upper British Columbia coast and Haida Gwaii crystalized into 
the ultimate paddling tour. 

We gave ourselves the month of July to kayak the islands of 
Haida Gwaii and the central British Columbia coast. Thanks to 
BC Ferries’ intricately choreographed marine highway, we could 
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ferry hop from Vancouver 
Island’s Port Hardy to Haida 
Gwaii for the first week of 
paddling, then ferry back 
south to Klemtu, a First 
Nations village in the heart 
of the BC coast’s Great Bear 
Rainforest. Paddle another 
week there, then catch the 
ferry back to Port Hardy. 
It’s hitch-hiking via ferries 
instead of cars: pricier but 
with less chance of rest area 
stabbings.

The Haida Gwaii 
archipelago perches at 
the western edge of the 
continental shelf. More than 
200 islands taper like a 
flattened tornado 80 miles 
off the British Columbia 
coast. At the peak of the last 
ice age 14,000 years ago, 
the islands rose 150 meters 
above their current elevation 
as mainland BC sunk under 
the weight of glaciers. Haida 
oral tradition recalls islands 
rising from the sea and a 
vast grassland extending 
almost to the mainland. 
There are stories witnessing 
the first coniferous tree, 
which did not arrive to the 
islands until 12,000 years 
ago. It’s a wild, lonely place 
ripe for mythology.

THE HAIDA HAVE STORIES 
WITNESSING THE AARIVAL 
OF THE FIRST CONIFEROUS 
TREE ON THE ISLANDS, 
12,000 YEARS AGO. 
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Tiny islands of rock, cedar, fir and moss dot the shoreline of Haida Gwaii. 

Christine climbs the lad-
der to the Inside Passage’s 
Boat Bluff Lighthouse for an 
impromptu tour with lighthouse 
keeper Carl Watson.



Of all the things well-
meaning friends told us to 
look out for while sea kayaking 

in northern British Columbia—
grizzly bears, killer whales, 

gale-force winds, tidal rapids—no 
one mentioned heatstroke. Yet just 

under an hour into our three-week trip, 
my 4/3 wetsuit seems more dangerous 

than the 50-degree water. I’m wearing it because 
we’re starting with a three-mile crossing 
between islands, and if I were to capsize 
I’d have perhaps 20 minutes before 
hypothermia set in. 

We point our plastic sea kayaks 
toward the tiny smile of a beach and 
hope it arrives before the heat stroke. 
When we finally land at the northeast 
tip of Lyell Island, I strip off the sweaty 
neoprene with the grace of a newborn 
calf. Behind a bleached driftwood log big 
enough to build a small house, the dark 
forest comes into focus. A six-inch-thick 
carpet of moss dried to the color of faded 
Astroturf covers every horizontal inch. 
Clusters of dwarf spruce poke through 
like a bonsai Christmas display, the final 
touch to the gnomish scene. I start to 

walk into the silence then remember that North America’s 
largest black bear inhabit these islands. “Hey Bear! Heyyy, 
Bear!” I yodel. 

After three days schlepping kayaks on and off ferries, 
watching gigantic scenery slide past ferry windows, and 
front-country-bivying in jerry-rigged campsites (including a 
corner of the Prince Rupert ferry terminal), we finally relax 
into island time on that first night on Lyell Island. A cool-
down swim has staved off heat stroke and we sleep hard 
atop nature’s memory foam of moss. The dawn alarm comes 
abruptly. Early morning paddling to beat afternoon winds 
is the cardinal rule up here. Plus, we’ve given ourselves an 
aggressive itinerary – to round Lyell Island’s exposed Dodge 
Point, and head south along a rocky, exposed shoreline to 
Windy Bay, a Haida heritage site with a long house that 
welcomes kayakers for overnight stays. 

A high pressure system camped out above Haida Gwaii 
means record-setting heat and gale force Northwesterlies. 
I’ll take sun and wind over rain and calm, but this morning I 
only feel the wind and its menacing swell. Off Dodge Point, 
the waves seem to be in a three-way cage fight. Beyond the 
point it gets worse, with a rip current churning up a white-
capped channel as wide as a football field. 

Retreating to a tiny beach covered in smooth bowling-
ball-sized stones, we consider our options: charge ahead, 
despite the forecast of three more days of wind and swell, 
or retreat back around Dodge Point to the islands’ less-
exposed interior channel. We opt for protected waters, calm 
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nerves, sandy beaches and no more wetsuits. This is, 
after all, what we are calling a honeymoon.

We set a destination to give form to our route. 
Burnaby Narrows, a point about half way down the 
Gwaii Haanas Preserve, leaves us a seventy-mile 
return trip north to our Moresby Camp takeout. We’d 
heard Burnaby was a kaleidoscope of starfish, sea 
cucumbers, urchins, anemones. We’d heard the 
bears there gorge on mussels like chubby, hairy 
yachtsmen at a marina bar. 

Three days later, we reach Burnaby at high tide. 
The currents colliding make for swirly water, but no 
underwater Imax. I imagine the Griswolds arriving to 
a closed Wally World. Oh well, the Burnaby goal was 
just a psychological tool anyway. The days we spent 
getting here have been more about the proverbial 
journey than the destination. So we skipped 
Burnaby’s glory, and camped instead on a nearby 
isthmus with 20-mile views and an orangish Milky 
Way that nearly touched the water at the 2 a.m. pee 
alarm. 

In Haida we find what we are really after: wild 
emptiness. Campsites straight out of a temperate 
Swiss Family Robinson (before they built the 
treehouses) welcome us each night, and we 
quickly stop worrying about stumbling upon other 
paddlers. But with this sense of having a wilderness 
playground to ourselves comes a haunting absence 
of First Nations life among the islands they had 

THAT NIGHT, NEW-MOON BLACK, 
I THROW PEBBLES INTO THE TIDE. 

BLUE SPARKS SHATTER THE 
SURFACE. BIOLUMINESCENCE!

called home for thousands of years. 
In the late 18th Century a smallpox epidemic swept through 

Haida Gwaii. The 30,000 people living among the dispersed islands 
plummeted to 1,000 people clustered in a few towns on Graham 
Island near health clinics. With the native people nearly gone, the 
European arrivals went after the fish, but mainly the giant cedar and 
spruce trees, a century-long wrecking ball that only increased in 
ferocity as modern equipment mechanized the clear-cutting. 

In 1985 the Haida put their foot down. They rallied to block 
logging advancements into the magnificent Lyell Island, specifically 
into the sacred old growth and former village at Windy Bay. The 
protesters won, resulting in the establishment of Gwaii Haanas 
(Islands of Beauty) National Park Reserve and protection of most 
of Haida Gwaii’s southern islands from development and logging. 
Haida Gwaii’s beauty and isolation comes at a cost borne by the 
land’s original inhabitants. We can camp on empty beaches and 
explore silent forests because of the tragedy of smallpox, and 
we can stumble upon occasional pockets of powerful, mythic old 
growth because of the triumph of Haida pride over logging. 

On our paddle back north to the take-out at Moresby Camp, 
we stop at Tanu, a Haida heritage site and former village. Gwaii 
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Noodles or... noodles? The honey-
mooners boil up another pot of fried 
noodles and chili, washed down 
with wine from a plastic bag.  

Shallow passages between 
islets took on a Caribbean look 
and feel, as the hot sun lit up 
underwater gardens of kelp, 
urchins and blood-red jellyfish. 

Another day, another pristine, 
desolate lunch stop.

Christine wears her ‘rainforest tuxedo’ on a grizzly tour deep in the Great Bear preserve. 
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Haanas has five cultural sites, each overseen by a Haida “Watchman,” mostly retired members of the community who 
operate similar to rangers in American parks. Tanu’s homesites have nearly been consumed back into the forest, in 
accordance with Haida tradition that does not allow for restoration. A moss carpet covers roof timbers lying flat, and a 
few downed totems retain the shallow grooves of a raven wing or frog leg. Walter, a quiet, compact, gray-haired man in 
jeans and a red watchman jacket, was born on Haida but left. He’s returned to the island after retiring from a career in 
the RCMP. Walter points over the water to where a few ancient underwater rock traps still catch the occasional octopus. 
Then he looks further out, across Hecate Strait, and describes how enemy canoes would approach carrying dozens of 
warriors looking to pick a fight. The tribes’ warriors paddled as far the great Celilo Falls on the Columbia River to trade, 
sometimes to make war.  

We say goodbye to Walter who greets an older European couple as they come ashore from their gritty sailboat. He 
begins the tour again, another lap of history in the mossy forest of homes and spirits slowly settling into the soft earth.

WE OPT FOR PROTECTED 
WATERS, CALM NERVES 
AND SANDY BEACHES. 
THIS IS, AFTER ALL, WHAT 
WE ARE CALLING A 
HONEYMOON. 

king-sized bed, meals prepared by 
a trained chef from Montreal and 
a grizzly tour. It’s one of the few 
lodges on the central-northern 
BC coast run by a First Nations 
band and with an emphasis on 
culture, conservation and wildlife 
viewing rather than sport-fishing. A 
National Geographic cover story 
in 2014 helped put the Great Bear 
Rainforest on the map, though 
locals successfully banned logging 
in the 5 million acre preserve in 
2009.

It often feels like the air has 
been pulled tighter in well-known 
grizzly terrain. We continue through 
the dense brush, which occasionally 
opens, allowing a light rain to fall 
onto our shoulders and opening 
glimpses to the Yosemite-like 
2,000-foot granite walls rising 
straight out of the quarter-mile-
wide river valley. (We withhold the 
area’s name because McGrady and 
others fear publicity could lead to 
grizzly poaching.)

Krysta Duncan, Klemtu native 
and our lead guide, walks calmly 
behind us. As part of training, 
McGrady has dropped her and 
other guides at river mouths for 
hours at a time, leaving them to 
acclimate with the resident bears. 
At one remote estuary, a black 
bear sow walked to within ten feet 
of her, leaving the cubs before 
wandering back into the grasses 
for a half-hour foraging, rendering 
Duncan the bear babysitter. Bear-

viewing brings the visitors to 
Klemtu, pays the salaries for Spirit 
Bear Lodge staff, and engenders 
a spirit of conservation for the 
Great Bear Rainforest. No one 
carries a gun on the grizzly tour, 
only pepper spray. No one shares 
bear-attack horror stories. The 
grizzly, black and celebrity Spirit 
Bear (Kermode) are revered 
neighbors. 

The grizzly never appears. 
Back on the safety of the lodge’s 
boat, the air relaxes and the 
adrenaline dissolves. I wish we’d 
seen the mighty grizz, smelled his 
musky fur in the berry vines or 
seen his print in the dark estuary 
mud. It’s a fleeting, contrived, 
luxurious reach into our primitive 
past to seek out natural dangers 
like this, but the rich, fat buzz of a 
place where something wild can 
swat us down sticks to the ribs 
like a satisfying meal. 

We remember too late that 
we have short-term memories. On 
day two of our week-long paddle 
out of Klemtu we head into 
another Northwesterly. The Myer’s 
Passage route looks benign on 
the map, a narrow, bent arm cut 
between Swindle Island and 
Princess Royal Island. But after 
rounding the elbow, the forearm 
aims due west into a thirty knot 
wind kicking off another high 
ridge system. We battle, making 
it halfway down the wind funnel 
where we pass under a roof-like 
granite slab holding a petroglyph. 
The tiny red man and a bird 
would easily go unnoticed were 
it on a wall of a building in town. 
But out here in the wilderness, 
where everything is chaos with 
no intentional pattern, these two 
paintings the size of a sheet 
of paper stand out like a neon 
billboard from a lost civilization. 

The white caps and waves 
increase. I check the VHF and 
it calls for three more days of 
high pressure and winds. We 
retreat to the same crushed-shell 
isthmus we camped on the night 
before. That night, new-moon 
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“We don’t normally take guests 
on a bushwack looking for 

grizzly,” says Tim McGrady, 
a former Outward Bound 

sea kayak instructor 
and current manager 
of Spirit Bear Lodge. 
In board shorts and 
Chacos, McGrady 
looks and moves more 
like a 30-year-old than 

a 50-year-old father 
of teenagers. He stoops 

low and shoulders his way 
deeper into the seven-foot-tall 

salmonberry bushes. “There’s a male in here somewhere 
and he’s a big one. We think he might have run off the sow 
and her cub that were here last year.” 

Over the course of two days we rode BC Ferries 
southeast from Haida Gwaii to Prince Rupert, then down 
to the Kitasoo – Xai’xais town of Klemtu. Hugging the 
Inside Passage edge of Swindle Island, Klemtu claims 420 
residents living in modest homes that seem impermanent 
amid the towering trees and clawing moisture. A beautiful 
Big House sits on a point facing the water, decorated in 
elaborate paintings of raven, eagle, orca and wolf. After the 
Big House, on the edge of the narrow channel between 
Swindle Island and Cone Island, the Spirit Bear Lodge is 
Klemtu’s other pride and joy.  

The lodge is our mid-trip indulgence: two nights of 

The greatest campsite of the three-
week trip was this late-evening bivy on 
an uneven granite bulge overlooking 
Finlayson Channel, British Columbia’s 
saltwater Serengeti. 

Tim McGrady, manager of Spirit Bear Lodge, 
scans our landing beach for signs of grizz.

The grizzly sightseers 
cut a soggy, tense path 
through an estuary, 
simultaneously hoping 
for and fearing a glimpse 
of the magnificent, ter-
rifying resident.



black, I throw pebbles into the jet black high tide during the 2am 
bladder reverie. Blue sparks shatter the surface. Bioluminescence! 
I wake up Christine and she watches me paddle a blue streak 
into the glassy bay. Bullet-like shards dart under my boat, tiny fish 
scattering from my paddle. I part hope for, part dread something 
bigger cutting a shining path in the bottomless dark below me. The 
same buzz from grizzly terrain charges the cool night air. 

We have a burgeoning history with bioluminescence. Two years 
ago, while camping in Desolation Sound’s Octopus Islands, I told 
Christine I was going to take a dump. She nodded as one does 
when looking at a dusky campfire and being told such a thing. I 
was lying. I actually took a pre-bundled dry bag from my boat and 
walked around the island. Attached to the dry bag was an old rope 
with a dozen tiny blue waterproof lights attached. Inside the dry bag 
was a mini pirates chest I’d bought on Etsy for four dollars. Inside 
that was a platinum ring with a Montana sapphire that had cost 
quite a bit more. It had been in the bow of my kayak during our 
three-day tour from her family’s cabin. 

I sunk the bag a few feet off shore, the rope with the lights 
floating up to the surface. I had hoped for a dark night with the 
rope lights blending into bioluminescence and the sunken bag a 

recollection from Christine’s childhood when her mom would hide 
fake pirate booty all over the shoreline of their cabin. But it wasn’t 
yet dark and there was no bioluminescence. Just some weird blue 
lights on a moldy rope attached to an almost unsinkable dry bag 
held down by rocks. 

I called Christine over to see “something weird.” She reluctantly 
walked to my side of the island. I acted real curious. Something in 
the water, glowing. She looked confused. I walked down and pulled 
in the rope. She looked around the empty islands: “WTF? I think it’s 
a drug drop.”

I told her to come see, open it up. She remained dubious, eyes 
darting around like she was in a scene from True Detective. Finally, 
I unloaded the bag and opened the “pirate’s chest.” I don’t know 
which was more surprising – the thought of illicit contraband or a 
shiny ring. Being three feet below her on the rocks I didn’t need to 
take a knee. 

With the wind denying us at Myer’s Passage, we paddle twenty 
miles south in the more sheltered Inside Passage. We stick close to 
the near vertical shore. Cedar boughs curl out and up, their drowsy 
needles hanging inches above the spring tide line. Red jelly fish the 
size of basketballs loiter in the open spaces between yellow-green 
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kelp branches swaying with the current like underwater flags. We move slowly, 
but time and distance pass smoothly.

An hour before sunset we round a point and head west. The sun’s low 
rays chase the wind and white caps rolling toward us. We head straight 
into it, whitewater crashing onto rocky points as far as we can see. Damn 
Northwesterlies. We battle again, mostly for the sport of it. We’ve been beaten 
back twice already, and the third time will not be the charm.

Retreating again into the shelter of the Inside Passage, we backtrack north, 
hugging the granite walls and recalling stories told by previous Inside Passage 
kayakers about the dearth of flat camping and the inevitable sketchy bivies. The 
tide continues to fall, lowering us further from possible shoreline access. We 
don’t talk, just paddle and scan for flatness.

Finally, we reach a spot I’d mentally noted on our paddle down. A narrow 
diagonal cut in the shore makes a passable ramp of beach-ball-sized boulders. 
We pull in and scramble our boats and gear onto a rock that crowns ten feet 
above high tide. We dig out the stove, but realize we left our pot on the isthmus 
back in Myers Passage. We shrug it off, too tired to care. Sitting on our wetsuits, 
we eat peanut butter bagels, pour wine, and feel the day’s sun-baked exertion 
leave warmly through our skin as the sky over Finlayson Channel makes 
its sweep from faded blue to lavender before darkening to the first star. A 
humpback exhales somewhere up the channel. 

At 2am I wake to pee. Our rock, surrounded on three sides by the rising 
tide, glows silver in the moonlight. I imagine us sleeping on the back of a whale. 
Finlayson Channel spreads out like a silver satin sheet. In the water below our 
perch I swear something big moves in a bioluminescent haze. In the morning, 
we’ll drink our coffee and that same humpback we’d heard would fully breach, 
directly in front of us, the landing boom like a bomb going off. But that night’s 
silver sheen, the deep water world below us, illuminated by a real or imagined 
silent visitor, and the quiet breathing of the woman who got there with me is the 
wild that sticks to my bones.
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David scans for orcas. 

Digesting another hearty dinner at water’s edge.

Play Ball! A driftwood log and an infinite sup-
ply of pebbles brings out the boy in David. 

The sound of a humpback exhaling 
often reached us across miles of open 
water, but an up-close encounter was 
a rare treat. 


